
Stewardship Meeting Notes  February 4, 2020   6:00 p.m. 
 
Attendees: Stephanie Paul, Tammi Kreisel, Jennifer Walker, Stephanie Pate (phone), Fr. Dave, 
Gabriela Rodriguez (Welcome new member!), Judy Paul (parish council) 
 
Stewardship Commision Purpose formation discussion continued. 
 
Discipleship vs. Stewardship training in Boonville Fr. Dave  summarized. Fruits of good 
Stewardship “source and summit” 
They are related but different. Stewardship is the concrete way to live out discipleship(areas) 
Time management- How we give oneself and tend to the right relationships. Not just about $ 
giving but self giving (prioritize). Time is where our resources go. Where do we use it? What 
relationships get it? 
Deacon shared his experience about not missing his tithe money. Stewardship could go to other 
commissions and share a 5-10 min presentation. 
 
 How we put pillars into practice gives us the framework.  
  
4 Pillars of Stewardship info was reviewed and reflected upon from the Diocese of Wichita that 
Stephanie e-mailed to everyone. It has good ideas and e-mail her any thoughts. 
Mission for all SVDP?  How we use gifts to give back (p. 6) and we are a resource of info.   
Welcome packets, welcome committee, (Greeters/ushers) 
Goal- better understanding of Stewardship to be better Stewards of our parish. 
Sacrifice and Love-(God, neighbor, self) 
Hospitality(feeling welcome), Prayer, Formation, Service (overlap) 
Communication goal- reach out to others and share our info. To promote Stewardship 
What are others experiences and how can we help encourage others and make them feel 
comfortable. 
 
Past Duties- Picnic, Stewardship drive, coffee bar 
Tie ministries we have in with the picnic to encourage others and begin picnic planning now if 
we are going to proceed. Provide TTT/Stewardship packets all year not just 1 month.  
Integrate Stewardship into what events we already have, retreats, etc. (p.12) Ministry Fair 
mentioned in Pillar- Get others to join in the process of learning what we become. 
 
Fr. Dave encouraged us to think about where our time is, who gets it and how, what can we 
change? Stephanie suggested sending more e-mail communication for picnic planning since we 
now only meet every other month. In the past we met 30 min 1st for our Stewardship mtg. 
then began the picnic meeting  beginning in March-May and June if needed.   
 
Meeting closed with a prayer. 
 
Next  meeting,  April 7 @ 6:30.   
submitted by Jennifer Walker 


